
 
‘We see not the art, but the space first.’(1) 
 
The positioning of an object is one of the most significant factors in its ability to be seen as an art 
object. In 1504 Michelangelo’s David, commissioned by the Opera del Duomo in Florence, was nearing 
completion.(2) David was intended to reside within a cathedral, but it was instead requested that the 
sculpture be positioned outside the town hall. As a lone figure, directionally guarding the citizens of 
Florence from Roman enemies, David becomes a political symbol. Similarly, the placement of an 
object within the context of an art gallery creates an art object. Stark walls bleach out alternative 
narratives and control the representation of an object as something different from what it might have 
been outside of the white cube.  
 
Marcel Duchamp wanted to create something where the ‘hand and eye count for nothing’.(3) If ‘hand’ is 
taken to mean the artist, and ‘eye’ to mean the spectator, then what remains necessary is the gallery. 
Michael Craig-Martin’s exclamations of An Oak Tree are unheard unless grounded within the confines 
of the white cube. Damien Ortega is no longer the Controller of the Universe and must find a practical 
use for his tools. And, without contextualization, the public is free to piss in any urinal they see fit. The 
artist does not hold sole responsibility over the status of the work of art. With the continued devouring 
of objects by the white cube, it is suggested that a collector might find it lucrative to purchase an empty 
gallery space. The online blog, Artscrub, imagines the concept of the gallery as art object.(4) ‘Scrubbing’ 
involves the meticulous editing out of all works of art from images of galleries. Spectators are allowed 
to remain in the image and are pictured finding intrigue in the unblemished walls. The viewer expects 
art, and so sees it. However, the artist can play with these assumptions. 
 
In the work of British conceptual artist Ceal Floyer, there is comedy found in the impersonation of 
object as art object. Garbage Bag instructs the viewer to contemplate a plastic bin bag filled with air.(5) 

The difference between Garbage Bag and a garbage bag is that the former is in the white cube and 
demands attention. Floyer demystifies the creation of the art object and contests the distinctions 
between what is art and what is not. It is exasperatingly amusing that we give our time to a garbage bag 
masquerading as an art object. In questioning the status of Garbage Bag, the ability of the gallery to 
create a work of art from an object is then questioned. 
 
Heideggerian notions of ‘handiness’ reveal that no true understanding of an object can be attained 
without physical interaction with that object.(6) Rules imposed within the boundaries of the white space 
negate handiness. Therefore, without use, the object takes on new purpose. In a review of Floyer’s work 
it is asked, ‘What is it?’. The answer follows, ‘Nothing. So it must be art then.’(7) The purpose of an art 
object is to be contemplated as art. The white cube is stripped bare of useable objects. In a space 
devoted to displaying the aesthetic, where a fire-hose might accidentally be contemplated for decorative 
mystique, there is a constant risk of ‘artifying’. The removal of outside objects, and of outside concerns, 
renders the museum a liminal place. There is a supposed suspension of time in such a setting. No 
clocks, calendars, or unnecessary fixtures remain in the white cube.  
 
‘The world turned upside down’ is an expression often tied to liminality. In Forst, an installation that 
filled an entire gallery at Berlinische Galerie in 2012, Michael Sailstorfer displays a collection of trees 
hung on their axis and slowly rotating.(8) The altered context of the trees in Forst allows a complete 
change in their functionality and perception. In a forest one might playfully tug a branch or kick debris, 
but Forst is valuable and must be kept at distance. The white cube injects exclusivity and expense to the 
otherwise ordinary object. The ‘world turned upside down’ aspect of liminality, suggests the abandon of 
rules and everyday concerns. Conversely, the white cube enforces restrictions and creates self-conscious 
boundaries. The eye is welcome in the gallery, but the body is less so. 
 
Standardised gallery rules such as ‘Please do not touch the works of art on display. Even clean hands 
can damage surfaces’,(9) and the vigilance these are upheld with, enforce a behavioural distance. Physical 
barriers are created and limit the level of immersion an installation might provide. Brad Troemel 
optimistically suggests that there remains scope for significant interaction allowed with objects, 
regardless of lack of handiness.(10) It is claimed that when confronted with an art object, the viewer 
commands jurisdiction over it.  



In recognition of gallery rules, there is a maintained capability for destruction and a physically involved 
decision not to do so. Or in certain cases, to do so. In 2006, performance artist Pierre Pinoncelli 
utilised Duchamp’s Fountain for its long forgotten previous identity.(11) The old man was charged two 
hundred thousand Euro for urinating on the art. Pinoncelli claimed it was an ‘attempt to free the spirit 
of Duchamp from the gilded cage of museumdon’. Evidenced by the hefty fine, the action only served 
to further prove that Fountain is not a urinal, but an art object.  
 
Participation is desired in the art environment, although the example of Pinoncelli is not advised. But 
there is a need to involve the viewer as a literal presence with active and physical awareness. Olafur 
Eliasson critiques the standardized presentation of objects, insisting that there should be focus on 
letting spectators see themselves see.(12) Floyer does this through the inclusion of comically low-value 
objects in the pristine white cube space. The viewer is made aware of the illusions of the gallery and the 
assumptions of art. Eliasson’s gestures are similar. The Weather Project is based on the habitual weather 
reporting routine of day-to-day conversation, and the reaffirming of what one already knows. Large in 
scale, the installed lights, foil and scaffolding form a sun within the Turbine Hall of the Tate. By 
installing such a fixed and recognized symbol of the outside world, Eliasson points out the falsities and 
deceptive abilities of the gallery space. 
 
Perhaps if we can see that ‘we see not the art, but the space first’, we might not see the space first. 
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